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Hello, I’m happy to introduce to you, Tyger-B, a muralist from the east coast of USA. A 
professional artist who began doing big murals since his twelfth grade year; hired by 
Washington, D.C.’s tri-state muralist, Byron G. Peck. Since then, traveling around to create 
murals throughout USA, and internationally, Tyger-B looks to add an interesting glow to the 
world via art.


Quick Art Highlights: 
-I've worked on murals such as:

"The Metro Center Mural"

"Chamber of Commerce Mural"

"George Washington House Mural"

-17 solo art shows

-Art shows with several other organizations including:

Raw Artists

Pancakes And Booze


Painting with acrylics, spray paint, and the airbrush, Tyger-B has a high passion for giving 
visions to the viewer; connecting his creative thoughts and abilities with realistic and playful 
choices. Humans, animals, or shape driven, Tyger-B is happy to create something worth wild 
for the world to see.


As a youngster, Tyger-B has always enjoyed a pencil in either hand, drawing his favorite singers 
and cartoon animations; enjoying the belief of being a professional artist one day. Further 
studies and training happened in his hometown of Washington, D.C., gaining knowledge from 
two of his biggest visual inspirations: high school teacher, Mr. Usilton, and muralist, Byron G. 
Peck. Evolving from a pencil and charcoal artist to a painter in the tenth grade, and then an 
airbrush artist in the eleventh, he saw a storyboard play out as if he know he would be that 
artist from is younger childhood dreams; moving onward to work on murals such as, "The 
Metro Center Mural," "Chamber of Commerce Mural," "George Washington Home Mural," and 
many others. He has displayed work throughout the United States, Canada, and Hong 
Kong, striving to continue to let his vision speak from his wide range of creativity.


Tyger-B

https://www.tygerb.com/visual-artist 

Youtube.com/@TygerB_com_Art


